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Chapter 46

###WARNING VIOLENCE AND LANGUAGE###

Val pulled up to the gate, the armed guard let him in. He went down the drive to
the delivery door. When he stopped he looked around the area, he never fully
trusted these creeps. Thankfully it is the last time he was going to deal with
them.

He got out of the car and went to the back, opening the door just intime to be
rushed at by a werewolf. She snapped her teeth at him but was in too much of a
rush to stop for anything else.

She bolted into the yard and with her momentum she managed to jump the seven
foot barbed wire fence. There were guards but they were human and not fast
enough. Val shifted to his Tiger and went after her. He didn’t have any trouble
clearing the fence, his bigger frame just made him go slower over it.

Val knew it was important to find her quickly, she couldn’t out run him but she
could out last him. If she were to get a big enough head start then it’s to her
advantage. Truly he had underestimated the Luna, it wouldn’t happen

again.

He was actualy happy she ran, he hadn’t had a good chase in a long time. He was
relishing catching up with the Luna, it would be satisfying to teach her a lesson.

Artemis and Adira were running but not at full capacity, being pregnant they
didn’t want to use all their energy. Artemis knew that they couldn’t out run the
weretiger in a race but they could win if it became a distance run.

Adira mind linked Duncan as soon as she cleared the fence, she told him which
direction they were heading and where she ended up. Duncan gave his location,
Artemis turned a little south to catch up with Duncan and Apollo before the tiger
caught up to them.

Still Artemis kept her nose in the air to pick up any scents that may be of harm,
especially feline. She could smell something faint about a mile behind them, they
picked up a little more speed.

Still they can’t over due it or it will cause harm to the pup. Artemis stopped for a
second and turned to sniff the air. That weretiger was closer than they realized,
he was masking his scent so we couldn’t tell how far he is behind us.

Artemis let out a carth shattering howl and took off running again. They heard an
angry roar behind them, they both smiled though when they heard a howl in
front of them. Just a little further.



Duncan put on another burst of speed, shortly behind him was his lycan pack of
warriors as well as Jack and Archer. Duncan was far out front, once he heard
Adira was being chased he put all his anger and rage into his running. He leapt
over fallen trees and bushes. All the while Apollo was wanting faster, we must
get to mate and our pup.

He heard her howl ahead of him, he let out a howl in answer. He also heard a roar,
no way in hell was that bastard ever going to get his hands on his little wolf. He
isn’t going to be using his hands ever again because they were going to rip them
off.

They scented their mate before they heard her running full out to them, just as
they were almost to each other a weretiger pounces out of the shadow’s aiming
straight for Artemis. Artemis dodge’s as she runs past Duncan and Apollo in their
Lycan form.

{{So things don’t get too confusing I will refer to

Duncan and Apollo’s lycan form as just Duncan. As well as Adira in her wolf form
is Artemis.}}

The weretiger snarls at them and launches at their head, Duncan dodges and
grabs the tiger by the tail and whips him around like carnival ride, letting go at
the last minute, tossing the tiger back deeper into the woods, a loud crack was
heard as the tiger crashed into a tree.

Artemis ran straight to the other lycans as they formed a circle around her.
Closing her off from any further attacks.

Jack and Archer took flanking positions on either side of Duncan. Neither was
going to step in unless Duncan asked or got into trouble and needed help.
Otherwise they were there to make sure the tiger stays in the fight.

Duncan wasted no time going after the tiger, loud snarls and growls were heard,
the trees moving violently as they were crashed into. The tiger came up from
behind and latched his jaws onto Duncan, going for the throat, instead his bite
landed on the shoulder, Duncan let out a growl of pure anger.

Duncan shook off the tiger, blood was running down his torso from the bite. The
tiger came at him again this time Duncan was ready for him

and dodged at the last second, at the same time reaching with his other hand full
of razor sharp claws and tore open the tiger’s belly.

This went on for about an hour, till finally the tiger showed signs of getting tired.
Duncan was still running on adreneline and rage. At one point the tiger tried to
run past Duncan to the other Lycan’s trying to get to the Luna.

Jack met him head on and pushed him back into the fight, Duncan grabbed him
by his back legs and drug him away.



(Val) was getting tired of all this, it was getting time he found a way to either end
this fight or escape. Damn Werebear had the balls to get in my way, how dare he.
He had fought plenty of werewolves in their natural wolf form, he had never
understood the lycan form till now.

He didn’t like the way this fight was going but the bastard just kept coming at
him, why isn’t he getting tired. He managed to get a little more energy, enough
to get up and fight again, his tiger form was healing fast but not fast enough.

Perhaps if he lets the Alpha think that he killed him, he can play dead and when
their backs are turned make my run for it. Yes, that is what I

S D will do. As he leapt out toward the Lycan, landing on his back,

Duncan let out a roar when the tiger landed a scraping blow with its claws. This
however made him really pissed off. Perhaps the tiger was hoping to make him so
mad that he would start making mistakes. Duncan chuckled to himself. Good luck
with that strategy. Lycan’s are at their best when they are fed by rage.

Duncan dodged another blow, this time he sunk his claws deep into the side of
the tiger, holding on and then slamming it to the ground. The tiger lay just a few
feet from him as if it was dead. It wasn’t. That’s when Duncan realized that the
tiger was playing dead.

Duncan pounced on to the tiger, clamping his heavy jaws on it’s neck holding and
suffocating the tiger while shaking him back and forth violently till the tigers
neck gave an audible snap.

Duncan wasn’t finished though, the large tiger was still alive. Duncan ripped out
his throat and then beheaded the tiger, grabbing the tiger once again in his heavy
jaws and whipped the head at the feet of his lycan warriors.

back to come to him.

What was said next shocked Archer and Jack.

“I want you two to escort your Luna three miles to the south were Marco is
waiting with the second wave of warriors. They will take your Luna back to our
territory, when you have handed her over to Marco, I want you to come back and
catch up with us.”

He sat down for a minute as another warrior was seeing to his wounds, Apollo
was already healing them to the point that they didn’t hurt or bleed much
anymore.

He motioned for Jack and Archer to come to him, with a smile he said…..

“It is time to put an end to all this evil shit, what do you say boys, lets go have
some fun, it’s time to go hunting.”



Chapter 47

###WARNING Disturbing and violent scenes###

Dr. Devon Taylor, head research scientist for Octo Corp. was estactic about what
Mr. Cessair was bringing them, a pregnant luna. He was already going through his
mind the things that could potentially be discovered and created with this new
specimen

He knew that the guard had let him in the gate,they were all ready and excited to
receive the female. When Cessair never came up to the door he checked the
camera footage and to his horror he saw Mr. Cessair changing into a weretiger
and going after the escaped female.

Well, well it seems that Mr. Cessair is keeping a secret, too bad he was so good at
getting them specimens. Dr. Taylor put it down in a new file labled Cessair
weretiger. When Mr. Cessair stops being useful then we have another role he can
play for the Corporation.

For now he will wait for Mr.Cessair to bring back the female, they have gotten
away before and it’s never a problem either way alive or dead they are all useful.

For now everyone went back to work on their other subjects, it’s a pity they don’t
last all that

long, still their body parts are useful as well. They can also be sold for a profit, it
you know where to find the right buyers.

Needless to say though the corporation heads all love their new hybrids. What
they don’t know though, is that they are not as successful as Devon had
promoted them to be.

Some were just plain uncontrollable, while others were a success in the breeding
but they were more like vegetables in the mind. You could tell them to do
something and they would go to do it but then they would get distracted with
something as simple as a leaf or a blade of grass.

With this pregnant Luna though, they could use the offsprings dna and other
cells to manipulate the pup in the womb, thus eliminating some of the unatural
ways they reproduced their hybrids.

Marnie woke up feeling warm and safe as she snuggled into the warmth a little
deeper she was really feeling worn out and her muscles ached. As she was slowly
waking up more she could hear something, what is that sound, purring?

She opened her eyes fully to see that she was in her own room at the pack house,
she could feel the vibration of the purring on her back. She turned and stared at
the handsome god in her bed.



She couldn’t remember how she got back home nor could she remember this
male in her bed. Deciding to get out of bed and find out what was going on. Was
her Luna ok? Where was Duncan?Who is this in her bed?.

God, his scent was really intoxicating though it was strange to her as well. A
combination of an herb like sage and a earthy scent that was all male. 2

She took off into her bathroom and shut the door locking it.

Ashton opened his eyes. Still purring thinking to himself. “Well it seems that the
big bad shewolf is my mate. This is going to complicate things a bit.” He did recall
reading about some legends where WereLions mated with other species but
those were usually humans.

He was going to have do some research and find out about this complication, he
was already in love with her even though he didn’t even know her, that was
enough to tell him that she was his mate. Wow, the universe has a really messed

up sense of humor.

Doesn’t matter she is mine.

Marco sat in the back seat with his Luna’s head on his lap, they had an escort of
two other suv’s full of warriors. Luna Adira was slowly changing, he could see the
subtle changes. At the rate of change he figured that she would be back to
herself in a matter of a day maybe a little more.

The pack doctor was going to be there as soon as they pulled into the drive. He
had everything set up in the Luna’s room. So he can monitor the Luna and pup
while the changing happens. It is very dangerous for a shewolf to shift during
pregnancy.

Marco suspected it had to do with the fact that she was a Luna and that they did
it slowly. He wasn’t about to let her out of his sight till Duncan came home and
personally took her from his care.

Marco hoped that Duncan and the rest of the warriors, wiped out all that evil shit
once and for all, he wasn’t stupid he knew that evil would continue. He just
wanted it out of his neighborhood. It’s had enough time to fuck

things up. Time for it to move on.

Marca had sent a dozen more warriors back with the two that brought Adira in,
also August wanted to be with his brother Archer. He hoped that they would rain
hell down on their evil asses.

Duncan, Jack, Archer, August and all the now two dozen lycan warriors had a
small meeting to come up with a plan. Jack and two of the warriors scouted out
the facility, it was a rather large place. The buildings were small though so he
suspected that they went underground. 3



There was just the one guard shack which held two guards. There were also
camera’s monitoring the outside of the buildings. There weren’t any though at
any of the fencing.

They all thought that it was a bit lax in security. They were a top secret operation.
Perhaps they took their protection from not being known. Still, they were all to
be attentive at all times.

They split up into three groups, group one would handle the guards and leave
two warriors to guard the gate, for any unexpected visitors and those who were
trying to escape.

The other two teams would approach from the east and west sides of the
compound, no need for the north end it was a sheer cliff.

Duncan had one team, Jack another and Archer the third. They sent August and
another warrior off to scout for another way out further down the mountain, just
in case there might be tunnels. Jack figured that they had to have another escape
route, other than what appeared to be the only way in or out.

They also thought that they had to have some sort of security inside the facility.
To have just two guards was laughable and foolish and he doubted that even
these egotistical assholes were that stupid.

Jack decided that his team should go in first, take out the guard shack and see
what was inside. Also they would take out the outside camera’s. When they
finished those tasks, the other two teams would join them and they would all go
in together, leaving a few more outside as back up.

As they stealthily went through the door, an alarm sounded and the lights went
from white to red. They started to make their way through the corridors, at first
it was pretty empty. Mostly storage rooms with boxes.

Q E T At the end of the corridor they reached an elevator, it would open if the
correct keys were entered in. One of Duncan’s warriors walked up and tore off
the panel then opened a kit. He bypassed the codes and the door opened.

They decided that a team would go to each floor, since there were fifteen floors,
all going down once a team cleared a floor they would join the next team down
and so on till everyone was at the bottom. None of them were prepared for what
they found.

The first couple of floors were mostly technology and other labs. The scientists
on those floors were rounded up and guarded by two Lycans. When they reached
the fifth floor things started to change.

Living beings in cages, it was hard to tell which were’ or human race they were
from, some looked like pure misery other just stared on with empty eyes. There
were two though that were really violent. They put them all out of their misery it
was the only thing left for them.



The scientists on this floor were stunned in horror at the mob before them. One
female scientist was holding a syringe full of some kind of liquid. When they
asked her what she was going to do with it, she babbled a bit and then said she
was going to inject one of the violent

ones subjects with it.

When asked what was in it, she wouldn’t answer till Archer twisted her hand
behind her back hard.

“It’s battery acid.”

The room went eerily quiet no one dared speak. Then Archer walked up to the
woman and injected her with the battery acid right in her neck. She started to
scream but then it became all garbled. She fell to the floor, dying. The other
three scientists had there heads snapped

off.

The next couple of floors were more of the same, one was an actual morgue but
instead of slabs and Lockers, it was meat hooks and bodies tossed in corners.
Some were only parts of the body, others were bodies without heads.

With each floor everyone started to get angrier and angier. Till finally they all
met up on the next to last floor. What they found there was made their hearts
drop into their feet.

Chapter 48

Sorry this is a little late had a family emergency}

###WARNING, VIOLENCE AND DISTURBING SCENES ####

Dr. Taylon was beyond excited over his latest subject, he’d obtained it purely by
accident. They had set out traps for any rogue weres. Instead they got an even
bigger prize. It killed two of the guards just getting it here. Right now he has it
drugged. He wasn’t so sure how long the seditives would last though.

Didn’t matter too much though, he had it locked inside a really strong cage. Now
he was getting ready to do his first experiments, these were just ordinary tests.
To see what its blood and Dna were, what it was. X rays and a ct scan if they can
fit it inside the machines.

He was so excited to have a new specimen that he had a hard on, it was rather
uncomfortable. The more excited he was about his experiments the less he could
keep it down.

Dr. Taylor wasn’t a big man only 5’6 with a balding head and sweaty skin. Even
from the time he was a child he loved to experiment on



Upita various animals and insects. His parents thought he was doing it to become
a great scientist of the time. He was doing it because he loved to watch his
subjects in pain.

Over the years he managed to find other like minded scientists and they started
to form a club of sorts, when Dr. Taylor got into a secret goverment program, he
was allowed to pick his own team, so naturally he picked everyone in his club that
would come.

Now they were all doing what they loved to do most. Create new life, while
destroying the old life. The more painful it was for the subject, the more the
scientist wanted. Some got off on creating mutations.

It was a perfect operation to be in charge of. Though they were running low on
specimens, they will be thrilled to know that they will have a pregnant Luna.
Finally an unborn to experiment with and a Luna. That will keep them happy for a
long time to come.

Adira was halfway through her shift, they had her on a hospital bed giving her
fluids, to help ease the shift on the pup. Everything was going fine. The Doctor
said he had never seen anything like it before. Usually once a shewolf is

pregnant they don’t shift, it can cause great harm to the pup even death.

Adria wasn’t speaking to anyone, she was maintaining the link with the Alpha,
something only mates can do. Marco was linked with her so he too was linked
with the Alpha. Once he saw the things that the Alpha found, he contacted all the
doctors he could find.

Even calls to other packs and other were species, telling them what was
happening and to be ready to go in. They were already organizing teams and
supplies as well as transportation.

Two hours later, Luna Adira was back in her human form again. When they let her
go back to the pack house, the first thing she did was take a bath. Then she laid
down on the bed and continued with the mind link. Duncan tried a few times to
block her from seeing some of the things he saw. She just told him that they
would face this together.

She was finally getting tired and fell asleep with Duncan still in her mind through
the link, which once he knew she was asleep he cut the link, no way was he going
to let anymore of this touch her or his pup.

He was going to spoil her rotten for the rest of

Duncan and Apollo’s lycan form as just Duncan. As well as Adira in her wolf form
is Artemis.}}

The weretiger snarls at them and launches at their head, Duncan dodges and
grabs the tiger by the tail and whips him around like carnival ride, letting go at



the last minute, tossing the tiger back deeper into the woods, a loud crack was
heard as the tiger crashed into a tree.

Artemis ran straight to the other lycans as they formed a circle around her.
Closing her off from any further attacks.

Jack and Archer took flanking positions on either side of Duncan. Neither was
going to step in unless Duncan asked or got into trouble and needed help.
Otherwise they were there to make sure the tiger stays in the fight.

Duncan wasted no time going after the tiger, loud snarls and growls were heard,
the trees moving violently as they were crashed into. The tiger came up from
behind and latched his jaws onto Duncan, going for the throat, instead his bite
landed on the shoulder, Duncan let out a growl of pure anger.

Duncan shook off the tiger, blood was running down his torso from the bite. The
tiger came at him again this time Duncan was ready for him

11:25 AM 10 TRBED her life.it didn’t matter in the slightest if she liked it or not.

Ashton sat with Marnie as she went to the Luna’s room to do what she said was
stand guard. She went inside and found their Luna in a deep sleep. Marnie sat
down on the rug before the bed. She became a sentinal, Ashton sat next to her
another sentinal in the night.

They were both wondering what was going on with the scientific laboratories
that they found.

Ashton looked over at Marnie, she was the single most beautiful female he had
ever seen. Her scent was driving him crazy, not to mention her body it was
perfect. She was strong and a little bit crazy female but she was so wonderfully
full of energy, her spirit was bright and out for all to see.

He wasn’t sure how he was going to go about winning her as his mate, he wasn’t
even sure it was possible. He was going to try his best though. Fate and heavens
be praised for giving him this gift.

August and Gavin, who’s name he just found out

were searching for another entrance. They came upon a weird looking rock wall,
they did some investigating and found a hidden switch. Once they released the
switch the rock wall slide to the side.

Behind it was two double doors that appeared to be locked by a key pad. Gavin
the werewolf warrior mind linked his Alpha, telling him what they had found.
Their orders were to stay there, two more would join them shortly to help guard
the door.



Both August and Gavin were glad that others were coming to help, something
about this place gave them the creeps. They heard a rustling in the distance and
sure enough it was the other two that were sent to help.

Just as they were about to decide what position they should each take, an
extremely loud roar shook the walls knocking down rocks from the sides of the
door.

All four looked at each other, that sound came from deep within the ground and
yet it was so loud it shook the ground. All four of them took positions away from
the doors. Looking at each other they say at the same time…..”What the hell was
that?”

It was absolute terror, the thought of anything doing this to other living things
its unthinkable. It was a massive room, it might been as big as a city block. It was
wall to wall cages, set up like a maze. Each cage had living creatures in it.

Some were easy to see what they were, some there was no way to know. Most all
of them were children, some only toddlers. All of them had some sort of wires or
tubes coming from them, each cage had a chart for tracking changes in the
experiments.

Some were crying out in pain, most were just huddled as far as they could to the
back of their cages. Some had more than two eyes, others only one or none at all.
There were others still who had too many arms and legs, it was like a human who
also had animal legs growing out of them.

There had to be hundreds of cages. The smell was a cross between blood and
death. They had to walk the maze in order to find the scientists, that were
running this horror show. It hurt their hearts to pass all of these children, until
they could get some doctors in here to assertain their condition, it was best to
leave them where they were for now.

The further in they went the worse things became, most at this point were
beyond help.

Jack was about to go bat shit crazy on their asses, the only thing keeping him in
check were all the poor souls in the cages.

These monsters would have given Josef Mengele a run for his money. They were
going to suffer for this. Death will not come fast for these bastards. Oh, no. Jack
was going to make sure they suffered everyday for as long as he wished them to
do so.

Finally they reached what appeared to be the center or the heart of this madness.
There were at least nine scientists here, they were so involved in what they were
doing they didn’t even notice what had walked into their circle.

There was no signal just that all of the warriors and their leaders were so enraged,
that they just ran in and started grabbing them one by one. Duncan took one out



and ripped him apart. When he came upon him he was raping a little human girl,
she didn’t look to be more then ten years old.

For every one they took and killed, the subjects in the cages that could
understand what was going on, would cheer wildly. In that huge underground
room it was almost painful, it was so loud.

Archer knelt down next to one of the scientists, with a growl in his voice…”Tell
me Monster, where is your leader?”

He didn’t say anything at first, until Archer with his barbed tongue licked the side
of the scientists face, taking off skin in the process. He screamed in pain and
pointed at a set of double doors.

Duncan, Jack and Archer went and opened the double doors. They could not
believe the lack of security in this facility. It was like they didn’t care or that they
were so arrogant that it didn’tmatter.

At the other side of the doors, was a long hallway it didn’t have any other doors,
just the one at the end. They heard a loud crash from the other end of the tunnel
door. A man was yelling, while more crashing was going on. Then before they
opened the door they heard a terrible angry roar that shook the walls and the
door.

All three looked at each other, mind linking they said, “What the holy hell was
that?!”

Chapter 49

###WARNING SEXUALY EXPLICIT THINGS GOING ON IN THIS CHAPTER AND
LANGUAGE. ###

Adria woke up to early morning sunlight on her face and to something that
sounded weird, at first she thought that it was snoring. When she looked around
she found at the side of her bed on the floor, Marnie and another male, he had
himself wrapped around her.

He was the source of the loud noise, she couldn’t help herself she giggled a little
at the sight. Looks like Marnie has taken in a stray kitty. She looked at Marnies
face, she looked so happy and content, Adira wished she had a camera.

She wondered if they would be compatible as mates, she gave a shrug. If they
were not compatible then they wouldn’t be mates. When fate has decided what
tune she wants to play, all we can do is dance to the music.

Odd as it was to hear, the purring was comforting. Adria found herself sinking
back under the covers and going back to sleep. Ashton opened his eyes while still
purring, he smiled when he saw that the Luna went back to

sleep.



She needed it, when they’d checked on her earlier she still had dark circles under
her eyes. He knew the effects of his purring, especially on females. Always calms
them right down, he put his arm back around his mate, kissing the top of her head,
taking in the scent of her hair, smiling he went back to sleep.

Dr. Taylor stood horrified at the creature, that just bent the iron bars on his cage
like they were wet noodles. Clearly it was pissed. Dr. Taylor looked for the
tranquilizer gun, it was across the room. He would have to go by the creature to
get to it.

The only other thing he had to protect himself, was the gun in his desk drawer.
The beast let out a loud roar it shocked Dr. Taylor to his knee’s in fear. He
crawled to his desk and reached inside his bottom drawer.

He grabbed the gun and stood up to face the beast before him, with shaking
hands he aimed the gun and pulled the trigger. Nothing happened, he tried again
still only an empty click. Before he could even think or react the beast was on him,
he felt a terrible sharp pain down the middle of his body along with a

terrible wet ripping noise.

in shock he watched in the reflection of the glass partition as he was ripped in
half. The pain was unbearable but no scream came out of his mouth, just blood.
Then he was no more, a much too easy death for the monster but fitting.

Still pissed off the beast picked up both halves of the Doctor and violently shook
them before whipping them in different directions.

Duncan, Jack and Archer decided they should see what was going on, though
none of them were too eager to do so. Still curiosity is a bitch. All three of them
went through the doors slowly, cautiously.

What they saw on the other side was beyond their imaginations. Blood was
everywhere, it looked like half of a man lay about three feet infront of them,
where the other half was no one could tell.

What they saw looking back at them made them all stop in fear

Duncan knew what he was seeing, he had an encounter once with one. Nothing
like this though He’d never saw a pissed off one. It had

though. He’d never saw a pissed off one. It had blood dripping from it’s fur and
the look on it’s face was one of pure rage.

Jack mind linked Duncan and Archer.. “Is that what I think it is?” Archer was a
little bit more worked up about it, he almost seemed happy…”Holy shit flea bat
man is that a Big Foot.?”

Duncan mind linked back as they all just stood still… “Yeah, that is what we call
the Wild Man.”



It just stared at them, breathing heavily. You could tell that it was still under the
influence of what ever they injected him with. With another ear shattering roar it
turned and ran to the other side of the room, there were two more doors there.

It broke through them with two hits of it’s body and then it was gone down the
hall into the darkness. Archer mind linked his brother August, telling him what
was on it’s way to them and to give it a wide berth.

They could hear banging at the end of the other hallway and then a crash as the
doors gave in and they could see the creature silhouetted in the light from the
outside. Then it was gone.

August mind linked his brother…”Holy shit is
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that what I thought it was?” Archer simply answered… “yes

As they all looked around the lab, they found the other half of the scientist. They
also found a whole computer full of nothing but logs and experiment results. It
was a terrible account of what went on in this place and for how long. It made
them a little sick to know that this was going on for soo long right under their
noses.

Collecting all the data and pictures they could, they left the room and went to
join the others.

“Soon various teams will converge here to investigate and check out all these
beings, to see if any of them can be saved.” Duncan gave out a big sigh.

Jack and Archer looked at Duncan.

“Duncan why don’t you head on back to your Luna, we know you have thought of
nothing else. We will take care of everything here. Once this place is empty we
are going set it on fire and then blow it to hell.”

“The remaining scientists will be dealt with and delivered to our dungeons by
afternoon. So go back to your pack and Luna, reassure yourself that she is doing
ok, get some sleep and time with her. You and Apollo have expended a lot of

energy. Do you need us to set you up with a ride home?”

Duncan didn’t need to be told twice, he didn’t even answer them, he just shifted
and ran off, though the distance was pretty far, they knew he wouldn’t have too
much trouble and if he gets tired he can always contact Marco to send
transportation



Adira woke once again, this time it was dark she looked at the clock it said 12:35
am. That was when she realized that she could hear the shower running, she sat
up for a minute she was unsure. She went up to the closed door and felt the
presence that she had been needing for a long time.

She opened the door and there standing in the steam in all his naked glory, was
the love of her life. She ran into his arms and started to cry. He held her in his
arms high against his chest. Kissing her everywhere he could reach with his lips.
With a sigh of content he rested his face into the silky softness of her hair.

“I was going to sneak into bed with you and surprise you that way, looks like you
beat me to it though. God, I have missed you sooo much. All I wanted to do when
you first ran past me

was take you in my arms and leave. Lock you away with me forever.”

“I knowmy big bad wolfie, you had things to do that needed doing. I was right
here waiting for you, always and forever. Don’t worry I have been guarded night
and day while I was resting, oh, I have something to tell you later.”

“Later?

“Why yes darling, after we get reaquainted again, it was so long after all. I need
to feel all of you, got to make sure you’re not just a dream.”

“That is good cause I have all kinds of stuff to share with you. Later.”

He put her down on her feet, taking off all her comfy clothes. Her breasts were
the first thing he noticed, they were getting even fuller than before, because of
her body making ready for their pup. He was going to be a little jealous perhaps,
that he will have to share them soon.

She started to lick the droplets of water off of his chest, making swirling motions
with her tongue as she made her way downward. She swallowed his member
whole, then started to suck her way back and forth, it drove him over

the edge, with a roar he came to his climax. She greedily sucked every drop from
him.

He picked her up again, this time straight to their bed. He very gently lay her
down on the sheets, he was in heaven, her scent enveloped him and the rest of
the world was gone, it was only her and him.

He lay behind her while she lay on her side, he pulled her closer to him, relishing
in the feel of her warmth, the softness of her skin and her scent. There was
nothing else on earth like it and it was all his.

Adira was in heaven or a dream she didn’t care which, everything that had
happened was now completly gone with his touch.



When Duncan laid his hand over her swollen womb he felt a surprise, his son gave
him a kick. He pulled his hand back with a grin on his face he looked lovingly at
his Mate. He just stared at her in wonder and Love,

He kissed her passionately, with all the longing and worry and now the joy he felt
for the last couple of days. Being in her arms was epic, his kisses moved down her
body as she started to moan, the most beautiful music, he will never tire of
hearing.

Once he drove her over the edge twice with his tongue, he moved her up against
him spooning her, he gently put her leg up over his hips and in one thrust from
behind her he was all the way in, finally he was home. He reached around her and
held onto her swaying breasts, fucking heaven. His movements became wild and
both of them screamed as they were overcome with ecstasy.

As the whole pack could hear them, they are smiling because that meant that
both their Luna and Alpha were where they belonged and were happy.

Just two doors down, August was talking to Marnie about pack rules and
hierarchy of werewolves lives. When all of a sudden he heard screaming and
roaring coming from down the hall.

“Marnie what was that?”

“Don’t play dumb, Mr.Kitty. Her new name for him, you know what those sounds
were as she turned a bright shade of red. Those sounds mean that my brother is
now home safe and sound.”

He wondered what she would sound like when he brings her to her climax. Baby
steps Ash, Baby steps.

Chapter 50

###WARNING mild references###

Marco was looking at the email, at a complete loss for words. Everyone has been
through enough crap, plus figuring out where all the survivors will go. It was sad
but they couldn’t save most of the mutated ones, ninety percent of them
couldn’t be moved or they would die.

The facility itself they blew up and covered in rubble. No one will ever know of
it’s existence, there were sentinals placed around the cleared area, all that was
left of the outside of the facility. They wanted to see if anyone came looking

They are also discussing a multi Were task force, one that coild go out looking for
this kind of stuff. Trained to see it and know where to look. Putting an end to the
ignorance of the Were communities.

Children would also be taught about some of the things to look for and to be
aware of those who would manipulate or abduct them.



Marco was still looking at the damn email, looks like he was going to have to get
some rooms ready. First order of business was to go tell the

Alpha of his upcoming guests, after today. No way was he going to disturb him
right now, he liked his head where it was.

Adira was enjoying having Duncan all to herself, they had breakfast and lunch in
their room. They talked, laughed, made love and watched a movie here and there.
It was pure contentment. Duncan even listened to their pup as he moved around.

Around three in the afternoon there was a knock on the door and three pack
members brought in all kinds of flowers, bouquets of roses of every color, daisies
and iris’s it was a cornucopia of flowers.

All of them were for her, most were from her mate. There were three bouquets
though of mixed flowers that were from the pack. She was dumbfounded by all
of them. She smiled brightly and that was what Duncan wanted to see. No more
tears for his Luna.

He gave instuctions to all pack members, not to disturb them at all, unless the
place was on fire. He set it up to have their meals brought to them. As well as
chocolates and flowers. She is going to be spoiled and pampered today and
tonight.

He had already growled at two members for mind linking him. Never answered
their question, just growled.

Adira decided to tell Duncan about his sister, hoping that he would be open to
the idea. She didn’t see anything wrong with it as long as they were physically
compatible. She supposed that is they couldn’t have their own pups or cubs then
they would be wonderful adoptive parents.

“Duncan I have something to talk to you about, I want you to keep an open
mind.”

“What is it little wolf?”

“Do you know that Marnie and Ashton are developing a relationship? I think they
are mates.”

He giggled…… “Yes, love I know about their budding relationship. I have no
trouble with it as long as no harm comes to Marnie and it makes her happy. I
don’t know what kinds of things they will face amongst the pack or the pride, I
like to think no one will have problems with it, if they do they can bring their
concerns to me to address.”

Adira smiled at Duncan.

“Why are you smiling at me?”



“Because my wolfie you just added another reason that I love you. You add them
everyday.”

Duncan pulled Adira to him for a kiss.

“Duncan what was you wanted to tell me.?”

He started to laugh…. “You are not going to believe this, I’m not sure I do and I
saw it with my own eyes. When we reached the head scientists lab, He had been
killed by what he had locked up. It was a Big Foot.”

“What!!! no way, you are playing with me.”

“Nope my little wolf I speak true.”

“What happened to the Big Foot, did you let it

go?”

He started to laugh louder….

“Are you kidding, it made a hole and escaped all by it’s self. It was so pissed there
was no way anyone was going to step in front of that nightmare.”

Ash followed Marnie around like a lost munny

She was starting to get annoyed, especially when he was waiting outside her
bathroom door, while she was doing her morning ritual.

In truth she though that Ash was hot, she fell for him the first time she saw him.
They were two different species though, would it work?. What if they are not
compatiable?. When he carried her the other day she felt sparks between them,
that could only mean one thing.

Oddly her wolf Myan, had been strangly quiet about all this. Whenever Ash was
around she would go all shy and quiet. Come on Myan, you’re a warrior, not a shy
giggling school girl. I could really use some advice on this.

Still she had to see if she could lose Ash for a little while, so she could go ask one
of the elders. She decided that the best way to do it was to wait till he started
eating, it was like the only thing that could drag him away from her.

She decided that she was going to the kitchen, to talk to the chef about making
some especially tasty dishes for their feline guests.

Lily locked herself in her room, she was so angry with herself for all the shit she’d
done in the past. Now it is coming back to visit her



again. That stupid drug they used on her for so long was having side effects, they
were giving her herbs to help clear it out. Not fast enough though.

She was going into heat again. Sighing she sat on her bed and began to cry. What
the hell was she going to do now. She didn’t dare leave this room. At least this
room had a tub she could fill with cold water at least. It does help to lessen the
fever and pain.

It does nothing to stop the need for mating though. This crap was only supposed
to happen to mated females, so their mates could take care of them. She had her
mate and they mated that first time, now he is dead and she is stuck.

She started to cry even harder when she remembered her handsome mates face
and his gentle smile. She would kill for just one more night with him. Then the
image of his final moments went into her mind and she cried out in pain. She
managed to calm herself down and start a cold water bath.

Tomorrow it will be really bad, she was supposed to go to her therapist, but that
wasn’t going to happen.

She picked up the in house phone and dialed her female helper. She told her what
was going

on, for a little bit there was no sound on the other end. Then in a burst of speech,
Molly her helper, started to bark out orders to some other women.

She was ordered to keep her door locked and stay inside. They would bring her
things she would need to help ease her through the process, she was only to
unlock the door, if it was Molly on the other side.

With a sigh, she sat back down and started to laugh

“At least it isn’t in front of a bunch of crazy biker bears this time.” 2

The King was restless all day and now well into the night, what the hell was
wrong with him. He hadn’t felt like this since his eighteenth birthday and met his
mate that night.

Ever since Lily came to him to tell him about her last memory, he couldn’t get her
scent out of his head.

It made his mouth water, it reminded him of warm summer sun and gardinias. He
has been roaming the castle in his restlessness. He came to a stop.

Lord god above and goddess of the moon sure have a sense of humor. He knew
then what was going on, Lily was his second chance mate. It would be
complicated but it could be done. If he claims her as his mate she would be his
Luna, she couldn’t be Queen though, perhaps in name only, because of her
history.



Still though why was he so restless, it could only mean one thing.

She was in heat!!!

Thorn at that moment started to howl in his head…. “She is alone, unprotected
and in heat. All she has between herself and a bunch of wolves is a locked door.
You have to go to make our mate safe, Then we claim can her.”

He called to his personal servant, to remove all guards from inside the castle for
a half an hour. He looked at his King like he’d lost his marbles.

“I SAID GO AND REMOVE THE GUARD FROM INSIDE THE CASTLE NOW!!!”

In a calmer tone, he explained that he needed to remove a female that came into
heat, unexpectedly.

The servant ran from the room telling the guard his instructions. Ok, now all he
had to do was

his instructions. Ok, now all he had to do was get his mate out of her locked room,
without scaring the crap out of her. Thorn wanted to just break down the door,
toss her over his shoulder and run back to their chambers.

The King had other plans, sometimes Thorn you have to be a little more
diplomatic and charming to get what you need, not ram it down their throat.

You will be on your best behavior, I know that the heat will drive you crazy, think
about the scared she wolf and what she has been through. We’ve got to take this
a step at a time.


